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1 Introduction

Auca, an isolate language of Ecuador, allows stress clash within words.
Interestingly, the distribution of clashing stresses depends on morphological
domains, the stem domain ("stem train") and the suffixal domain ("suffix
train").! The stress and the morphology must in part be treated together because
morphological structure is key to determining where clashing stresses are
allowed.2

In this paper, I show that Auca is best analyzed in the following manner.
Clashing stresses and the location of final stress show the restrictions on
degenerate feet. Binary feet are the only type permitted in the suffix train. I
propose that Auca stress receives the simplest account by positing a domain
specific constraint that is violated by the presence of degenerate, nonbinary feet
in the suffix train. The analysis is characterized within Optimality Theory
(prince and Smolensk-y 1993, McCarthy and Prince 1993, 1995). Optimality
Theory allows two basic types of constraints: faithfulness and markedness. I
claim that the markedness constraint used in this analysis, FOOTBINARIlY,must
be relativized for position. The resulting constraint, FOOTBINARIlYsuFFlx is a
Positional Markedness constraint (see also Steriade 1997, Zoll 1998). In this
way, markedness constraints can be positional. The proposed case of Positional
A1arkedness presented here is novel because it does not involve a case of
featurallicensing in a particular context, but rather a case involving a constraint
that militates against a particular type of structure, here FOOTBINARIlY.

The analysis is also interesting because it shows that Auca is not a
bidirectional stress system, as was claimed in Hayes (1995), for example.
Directional effects in stress systems are obtained different ways in derivational
and non derivational theories. In a system using syllabic trochees, a final
degenerate foot indicates left-to-right foot parsing for Hayes (1995). The same
system, treated in Optimality Theory, uses the final degenerate foot as showing
the relevance of an align constraint, ALL-FEET-RIGHT, (as in McCarthy and
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Prince 1994 and Crowhurst and Hewitt 1995). A bidirectional stress system 
might be expected to invoke two align constraints that conflict in direction; such 
a proposal is shown to be unworkable because the system will always reflect the 
bias of the higher-ranked ALIGN constraint Iterative bidirectional footing within 
a single constraint hierarchy should be impossible using ALIGN constraints. 
Only unidirectionality obtains iteratively with ALIGN constraints.3 

This paper is organized as follows. First, I present the stress data from Auca. 
1 show the relevant generalizations, particularly the absence of both final stress 
and clashing stresses within the suffix domain. I then tum to an analysis of 
these patterns within Optimality Theory. I argue that the descriptive 
generalizations require the use of a novel type of positional markedness 
constraint. Following this section, 1 sketch out how we might expect an 
alignment-based analysis of these facts. 1 show that such an analysis is not 
possible because it cannot restrict degenerate feet from appearing in the suffix 
train. Finally, 1 conclude the paper. 

2 The Stress Pattern of Auca 

The forms in (1) represent words that consist only of stern morphemes. The size 
of these forms varies from one to four syllables. The forms show that all odd 
syllables are stressed, and that stern-final stresses are tolerated. Stressed 
monosyllables are also permitted, and trisyllabic and longer words stress the first 
and third sYllables. 

(1) Stern trains only4 
a. 	 d] be? 'cotton bird' SP 6 

mq 'leaf SP6 
b. 	 6cr] bad') 'mother' P 426 

ke?9 'kapok' P 426 

~i high' SP 23 

biwi 'younger brother' P 429 

abe ooa' SP7 

c. 	 dcrd] mqjka 'blanket' SP 24 

9}IJO} 'yellow' SP 24 

maiko 'dirt' SP 23 « 

d. dcrdcr] 	 bOdrep6ka 'anthill' P 426 
The words in (1) show that stern trains stress all odd syllables. This 

distribution pattern suggests syllabic trochees. The presence of final stress 
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suggests that the directionality of this system is left-to-right, and that degenerate
feet (feet consisting of a single syllable) are pennitted.

The next set of fonns, shown in (2), are words where the stem train is joined
by a monosyllabic suffix train. Words that consist of an even number of
syllables (2a,c) act like the stem trains described above, stressing all odd
syllables, even final ones. When the total syllable count is odd, as in (2b,d), the
pattern is different. These cases, the boxed blocks in (3b,d), consist of an odd
number of total syllables. Such fonns never surface with final stresses; instead,
clashing stresses fall within the stem train.

(2) Stem trains with a suffix train of one syllable:
a. d]cr a]bo 'I see' SP 15

g6]bo 'I go P 425

w~]l)a 'he dies' P 426

a]kq 'he sees' SP 15

b. dd]cr w6dqlP:t 'she hangs up' P 427

t~nq]rni 'you spear' P 428

~a]k~ 'he bathes' SP 18

yqrnq]l)q 'he plucks out' SP 5

c. dcrd]cr }9t6]bi 'you cut' SP 23

yrern9ga]bo 'I am deaf SP 5

kiwltJ1qlPa 'where he lives' P 426

rea;:ne]bo 'I yawn' SP 18

d. dcrdd]cr g~nre~rn~lP:t 'he raised up his arms' P 427

kregjnewa]k? 'his tongue hurts' SP 6

tq9g6d6]l)a 'cotton bird' SP 6

The boxed fonns in (2b,d) total an odd number of syllables. (2b) shows that a
trisyllable has stresses the first and second syllable. A fonn consisting of five
syllables, shown in (2d), stresses the first, third and fourth syllables of the word.
The inclusion of a suffix train means that the system no longer looks like a
straightforward left-to-right stress system because suffix trains always follow a
stressed syllable with an unstressed one. The even parity forms in (2a,c) stress
all odd-numbered syllables.

In (3) we see examples of stem trains which have been suffixed with disyllabic
suffix trains. These fonns repeat the patterns in (1-2); if the word has an even
total number of syllables, all odd syllables are stressed. This type of pattern is
found in (3b,d). If the word consists of an odd total, as in (3a,c,e), the pattern is
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different. All odd syllables within the stem train are stressed, and there are 
clashing stresses that fall at the jllllcture between the stem and suffix train. 

(3) Stem trains with a suffix train of two syllables: 

a. dlda go]b6pa 

go]d~ge 

kre]mqba 

g6]ka?~ 

'I go (declarative), 

'when he went' 

'we (exclusive) do' 

'must go' 

P 425 

SP 5 

SP 25 

SP 23 

b. 

c. 

d. 

da]da 

dad]da 

dada]da 

krega]4mba 

gowll(]lJ~mba 
ata]moba 

Ylwll(mci1P4ba 
epokre]bopa 

Prerue:Mn9Wba 

'his tooth hurts' 

'he fell do\\'I1' 

'we (exclusive) saw' 

'he carves; he writes' 

'I swim' 

'he handed it over' 

P 427 

P 429 
SP6 

P427 

P429 

P426 

I e. dadad]da tlkawodqn6]k¥nba 'he lights' P 427 
The asymmetry between words of odd and even parity is repeated in (4), 

which all have trisyllabic suffix trains. These words have penultimate stress, 
and only a single stress falls in the suffix train. Words of even parity stress all 
odd numbered syllables (4a,c). Words of odd parity, boxed in (4b), stress the 
first, second, and fourth syllables of the word. 

(4) Stem trains \vith a suffix train of three syllables: 
a. 	 dlada g6]tabOpa 'I went' P 426 

mq]IJ¥lciapa 'he slept' P 429 

t6]kandapa '(he) laughed' P429 

b. oo]aoa 	 ciad9]IJ~dapa 'he fished' SP 24 

~paJk~nciapa 'he was born' P427 

ow6]k~ndapa 'he stayed at home' P429 

c. 	 dad]ada aPll(ne]k:tnciapa 'he speaks' P428 

w09q]IJ?ciapa 'he blew his blowgun' P 430 
The only attested example with a suffix train of four syllables has a 

monosyllabic stem train; the result is stress on the first, second and fourth 
syllabl~s. 5 

(5) Stem trains with a suffix train of four syllables: 
a.o]daoa g6]tam9napa 'we two went' P 426 
The chart in (6) summarizes graphically the following descriptive 

generalizations about Auca stress. First, all words of even parity, regardless of 
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morphological composition, stress every odd-numbered syllable. Second,
un suffixed words of odd parity surface with a word-final (and stem-final)
stressed syllable. Third, suffixed words of odd parity always surface with a
stem-final (but not word-final) stress; this means that there is stress clash at or
before the stem and suffix juncture. Finally, every stressed syllables in the
suffix train is always followed by a stressless syllable. Stressed syllables in the
suffix train never precede a word boundary or another stressed syllable. This is
all shown in (6).

(6) Chart of Auca Stress
SUFFIX TRAIN

S

T

E

11.1

0]cr ]O'cr] O'crcr]crO'O'cr
cr

dd]crd]dcrd]O'dO'd]dcrdcr
crO'

dcrdd]crdcr]dO'dd]crdO'??

crcrcr

dcrddcrd]O'dcrd]dcrdcrd]O'dcr??

crcrcrO'

dcrdO'dcrdd]crdcrdO']dO'????

crcrcrO'cr

????dcrdcrd]dO'
????

The distribution of stress in words with an even number of syllables suggests
that the foot type is the syllabic trochee. Furthermore, in words of odd parity, if
there is no suffix train, the word ends in a stress. This suggests that all syllables
are parsed into feet, and that a degenerate foot can appear word-finally in some
words, suggesting rightward directionality. The chart in (7) presents the data
with the proposed footing; stressed syllables that are not followed by an
unstressed syllable are assigned into a degenerate foot. Shaded blocks show the
cases where the degenerate foot is nonfinal.

(7) Proposed Footing
- - --- - ---. _.-

0 ]a ]aa]aaa]aaaa
~jl::::::::::::::::::::::t:IIIf

...........................
a 6)6]a) 6]a)(6a)Umm{i¥llij(:
aa

6a)OOtM61(mr:::::mr6a)(]6a)f.OOfM~¥~Etr??

aaa
6a)(6)6a)(6]a)·imiMflimWIIIUtt·6a)(6]a)( 6cr)

??.... -- ........................cracrcr 6a)(6cr)~xmtiHilrdcrX 6crX]dcr)
????

craacra

????Itx~k#.MtIa.$.[:J????

The chart in (7) leads to several interesting observations, some of which have
been previewed by the above discussion. First of all, there is never a degenerate
foot in the suffix train, as words with suffix trains always stress the penult
(never the ultima). The degenerate foot falls to the left of the juncture of the two
trains if the suffix train is even; if the suffix train is odd, then the degenerate foot
is as close to the right edge of the stem as possible. Finally, feet never
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consistently align to the right edge of the stem boundary. Any analysis that 
accounts for the footing in suffix trains must account for the variability in this 
aspect of Auca stress. 

3 An Analysis within Optimality Theory 

The analysis in this paper assumes Optimality Theory (prince and Smolen sky 
1993), and follows the basic approach to stress systems in the Optimality 
Theoretic literature, especially with regard to alignment constraints (e.g., 
McCarthy and Prince 1994). The first constraint that is necessary is one that 
evaluates the type of foot with regard to the location of the head (stressed 
element). Given that a disyllabic fonn is stressed on the left side, FOOTFoRM 
forces heads to be on the left edge of the foot. 

(8) 	 FOOTFoRM (abbreviated FTFM) 

Heads are on the left edge of the foot. 


Also relevant is the number and type of elements that this foot contains, which 
is regulated by FOOTBINARIlY in (9). When possible, feet in Auca consist of 
two syllables. 

(9) 	 FOOTBINARIlY (abbreviated FTBIK) 

Feet are analyzable as binary on the syllabic level. 


The tableau in (10) shows the evaluation of a disyllabic stem train. Given 
these two constraints alone, we do not have a direct ranking argument between 
them. We will see later that there are arguments that show a relatively low
ranking of FOOTBINARIlY. 

(10) Evaluation of a disyllabic form. , 
/bada/ FTBI?\ ,, FTF:-'f 

, 
• -a (bada) ,, 

, 
b. (bada) , *! 

c. (ba)(da) *!* ,,, 
The tableau III (10) compares three output candidates. The two syllables in 

(lOa) are grouped together in a trochaic foot, satisfying both constraints. This is 
the optimal candidate. The two nonoptimal candidates are ruled out for different 
reasons. (lOb) is a binary foot, but the foot is iambic and so FOOTFoRM is 
violated, while (lOc) has two feet of one syllable each, and so incurs two 
violations of FOOTBINARIIT. 

Another constraint needed here is one that forces syllables to be included in 
feet. This constraint, PARsE-a, must dominate FOOTBINARIIT. PARSE-O is 
violated \vhenever a syllable is not parsed into a foot. 
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(11) PARSE-(j(abbreviated PARSE)
Syllables must be parsed into feet.

The tableau in (12) motivates the ranking between PARSE-(j and
FOOTBINARIlY. A monosyllabic form shows that all syllables should be footed,
even if the resulting foot is degenerate.

12) Evaluation of a monosvllabic stem train:

!b9/

PARSEFTBIN,FTFM, .
-a.(b6)

*,,,
b.bo

*!,,,

The best output for a monosyllabic form is one where the syllable is parsed
into a degenerate foot, as in (l2a). This candidate violates FOOTBINARIlY.
Compare this with the nonoptimal (l2b), which fails to parse the syllable at all
and so violates the higher-ranked PARSE-cr

Recall that a trisyllabic stem train surfaces with final stress, which is typical of
left-to-right directionality. In Optimality Theory, this is captured by ALL-FEET
RIGHT,given in (13).

(13) ALL-FEET-RIGHT(abbreviated FTRT)
Align (Foot, Right, Prosodic Word, Right)

Auca parses all syllables, even when this results in degenerate feet. The
degenerate foot (in words without a suffix train) comes at the right edge. This
pattern supports the ranking: PARsE-cr})ALL-FEET-RIGHT.

/m9jko/
PARSEFTRT : FTBIN : FTFM, ,

-a. (mcjj)(k6)

*,*,· ,· ,

b. mQ(iko)
*!··

c. (m6)(jko)
**!

,
*· ·

This tableau compares different parses of a trisyllable. In the optimal (14a),
the initial foot is misaligned from the right edge by one syllable, and the final
foot is well aligned with the right edge. This results in one violation of ALL
FEET-RIGHT,as well as the violation on FOOTBINARIlYcaused by the presence
of a degenerate foot. Candidate (l4b) fails to parse the initial syllable, so even
though the word has one perfectly aligned, binary trochee, the PARSE-crviolation
is fatal. The third candidate, (14c), has a degenerate foot in word-initial
position. This means that foot is two syllables away from the right edge, and the
candidate incurs two violations on ALL-FEET-RIGHT. This is one more violation

than the optimal form.
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Unfortunately, the hierarchy faces problems in predicting the correct pattern in 
suffixed forms with an odd number of total syllables. The ranking predicts an 
unattested final stress, *(go]bo)(pd) rather than the actual form, (go)(jb6pa). 

The actual output is is ruled out because of an additional violation on ALL
FEET-RIGHT (which will always favor a final degenerate foot over an initial 
one), The problem is that forms with suffix trains never surface with final 
stress, In fact, these forms avoid any degenerate feet at all in the suffixal 
domain. The avoidance of final stress suggests a possible solution would be to 
invoke NOKFIl\ALIW (prince and Smolensky 1993), a constraint that prohibits a 
final stress, However, this is complicated by two facts. First, final stress is only 
prohibited in suffix trains, Second, trisyllabic suffix trains do not merely 
prohibit fmal stress; they do not allow degenerate feet anywhere. In fact, if we 
prohibit degenerate feet entirely from the suffix train, we can predict the fact 
that all stressed syllables must be followed by unstressed syllables in the suffix 
train. 

Here I propose that Auca employs a domain-based constraint that prohibits 
degenerate feet within the suffix domain. All this requires is that we specify a 
context to the familiar constraint, FOOTBINARlTY, This means that a "structural 
markedness" constraint, FOOTBINARI1Y, and we give it position-specific 
information, The literature in Optimality Theory currently holds two views of 
thought on positional constraints. One view, Positional Faithfulness, holds that 
prominent positions can allow special faithfulness constraints (Beckman 1997). 
This allows, for example, a general IDEl'I'T[F] constraint and a context-specific 
IDEKTlNmAL,,[F] constraint, which may be interleaved with structural markedness 
constraints. The contrasting viewpoint holds that features may be marked in 
particular positions (Steriade 1997), a perspective labeled Positional 
Afarkedness in Zoll ( 1998) 

The facts of Auca favor Positional Markedness, as Auca suffix trains require 
the use of a context-specific markedness constraint. Two constraints on 
FOOTBf.\'ARITI', one "context-free" and the other positionally restricted (and 
ranked higher), are required to account for the distribution of degenerate feet in 
Auca, This approach to Positional Markedness differs in two ways from the 
approaches else,,'here (Steriade 1997, Zoll 1998). First, here the context is 
morphological, rather than segmental or prosodic as in other analyses. This 
parallels other research in '''hich morphological domains, such as roots or the 
bases of reduplication, play an important role in constraint. Second, the 
markedness constraints invoked in other analyses typically refer to licensing 
contexts, especially for features, For example, Steriade (1997) employs 
constraints that ban [Ct.voice] in various segmental contexts according to the 
perceptibility of the various cues for voicing. Here the markedness constraint is 
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a different type because FOOTBINARl1Yprefers binary feet (and bans degenerate
feet). This both assigns structure and evaluates for a particular type of structure,
giving this type of structural markedness a different flavor than a feat ural

constraint like *CORONAL (prince and Smolensk:y 1993). The proposed
constraint relevant for Auca is:

(15) FOOTBINARI1YsFX

Feet are binary under syllabic analysis within suffix trains.
This positionally restricted constraint rules out a degenerate foot from

occurring anywhere in the suffix train. This constraint must dominate ALL
FEET-RIGHT,otherwise, (16a) would be predicted as the incorrect output. The
context-specific constraint must also outrank the context-free general constraint
to have any effect. This ranking is shown in (16), where the positional
markedness constraint, FOOTBINARl1YsFX,is introduced.

16 Evaluation of / 0 bo a/

/ 0 bo a/ PARSE FTBINSFX FTRT: FTBIN : FTFM

a. (gc5]bo)(pa) *! *: *

nrb. (gc5)Obc5pa) ** : *

The above tableau shows that the revised hierarchy correctly predicts the
optimal output, (16b). This form still violates ALL-FEET-RIGHTtwice, but these
violations are inconsequential because (16a) violates the higher-ranked
FOOTBINARln"SFX'The two forms differ in where the degenerate foot is located.
In (16a), it is in the suffix train, which is fata1. In (16b), it is in the stem-train,
which only violates the lower-ranked general constraint on binarity. Below
tableau (17) shows the evaluation of an odd parity form with a trisyllabic suffix
train. Such forms only allow a single stress in the suffix train, on the penult.

(17) Evaluation of /dadq]l)qdapa/

/dadq ]I)adapa/
PARSEFTBINsfxFTRT: FTBIN : FTFM

nra. (da)(d9]l)q)(dapa)

****** :*,,, ,

b. (dado)](l)ada)(pa)
*!****,*,. ·, ·

c. (dado)](l)a)(dapa)
*!*****.*,, ,, ·

A disyllabic stem train plus a trisyllabic suffix train avoids final stress because
the highly-ranked positional markedness constraint rules out a degenerate foot
word-finally (17b). This constraint also rules out the nonoptimal (17c), where
stress clash falls completely within the suffix train.

The constraint ranking argued for in this section involves the use of standard
prosodic and alignment constraints to predict stress. The main innovation of this
section has been to extend Positional Markedness to allow a domain-specific
constraint, FOOTBINARI1YsFX. This constraint excludes the presence of
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degenerate feet from all positions in the suffix train. The constraint hierarchy 
motivated in this section is: PARsE-a » FOOTBINARllY"",» ALL-fEET-RIGHT, 
fOOTBf;\IARllY, FOOTFoRM. 

4 An analysis using align constraints to predict degenerate feet 

In this section, I consider an approach that invokes alignment constraints to 
account for the distribution of stress in the suffix train. At first glance, this 
approach seems like a reasonable way to account for bidirectionality, because 
alignment constraints have been used to characterize directionality effects in 
stress systems. This type of analysis is untenable because it would require some 
other alignment constraint to outrank ALL-FEET-RIGHT. Unfortunately, this is 
problematic because the location of the degenerate foot is rather variable. Auca 
allows the degenerate foot before the juncture of stem and suffix trains, as well 
as allmving the penultimate syllable in the stem to be footed alone. One 
possible constraint would force alignment of a foot to the right edge of the root, 
as this approximates the location \\'here degenerate feet can occur. The 
hypothesized constraint is given in (18). 

(18) 	 Possible constraint: ALIGNRoOT (ALRooT) 

ALIGN (Root, Right, Foot, Right) 


ALIGKRoOT must dominate ALL-fEET-RIGHT because the critical problem is 
that a high-ranking ALL-fEET-RIGHT constraint will always prefer a candidate 
with a word-final degenerate foot. To prevent this in words with suffix trains, 
another align constraint must rank higher. (19) shows that ALIGNRoOT obtains 
the correct results for the tri:'J'llabic form evaluated above. 

(19) 	 Evaluation of a monosYllabic stem plus a disvllabic suffix: 
Igolbopal PARSE ALRooT FTRT · FTBIN· · FTFM i· 

• a. (gci]bo)(pa") *! * · *·, ·, I· 
b. (g6]bo )pa * · ·, · , 

· 
"c. (gci)Obc5pa) I ** , *· ,, 

d. (g6)](b6)(pa) I ***! · ***,, · , 
, 

CandIdate (19a) has a fmal degenerate foot, WhICh means that there IS no foot 
aligned to the right edge of the stem. This causes a fatal violation of 
ALIGNRoOT The nonoptimal (l9b) fails to parse the same fmal syllable, also 
violates AUGKRoOT. The optimal (l9c) has the right edge of a foot aligned to 
the right edge of the stem; it also violates ALL-fEET-RIGHT twice. This 
candidate wins out over (l9d) because (l9d) violates ALL-FEET-RIGHT three 
times. The problem with AUGNROOT becomes evident in the next two tableau, 
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where two forms of odd parity are evaluated, and the wrong candidates are
selected as optimal.

20) Evaluation of a disyllabic stem plus a monosyllabic suffix:

Iwodo ]nal

PARSEALRooTFTRT: FTBIN : FTFM

(B')a. (w6)(d6]na)

*!,**,*, ,,, * *kb. (w6do)](na)
·,· ,

c. (w6)(d6)](na)

,
**!*

,***, ,· ,

Here the attested form, (20a) is wrongly ruled out because it fails to align a
foot to the right edge of the stem. This leaves the way open for (20b) to be
incorrectly selected as optimal, because it satisfies AUGNRoOT and also violates
ALL-FEET-RIGHTone fewer time than candidate (20c). The problem with the
unattested, "bad" winner in (20) is that it contains a degenerate foot in the suffix
train. Under an alignment approach, the highest ranked align constraint
(whatever it may be) is decisive. If this is AUGNRoOT, this gives us no way to
specifically exclude degenerate feet from the suffix train. In fact, there is no
way to predict these two problem cases with align constraints, especially
because forms with trisyllabic suffix trains allow a foot boundary to cross the
stem-suftix juncture. Under the Positional Markedness analysis presented in the
previous section, we can easily predict the distribution of stress as a result of
FOOTBINARITI'sFXdominating ALL-FEET-RIGHT. An analysis that relies
exclusively on alignment constraints cannot account for this data. Furthermore,
the way in which strictly ranked alignment constraints operate suggests that
there is no way to predict a bidirectional stress system, because the top-ranked
align constraint will be favored. This observation suggests that putative
bidirectional systems, like Auca, are best analyzed in some other \vay, such as
the approach used here.

5 Conclusion

Auca has previously been analyzed as a bidirectional stress system (for example,
Idsardi 1992, Hayes 1995). In Optimality Theory, directional effects in stress
assignment are typically captured with align constraints. However, an
exclusively directional account of Auca misses the generalization that
degenerate feet never occur at all in suffix trains. Here I have argued for a
different type of account for this data.

Auca morphology and stress interact to provide an interesting distribution of
degenerate feet. The stress pattern is actually a combination of rightward
directional effects combined with a restrictive prohibition on what type of feet
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occur in suffix trains. I have argued that this prohibition is best accounted for by 
a domain-specific version of a prosodic constraint, FOOTBINARITYsFX• This 
constraint should be viewed in the context of other markedness constraints that 
can be context-specific, as in recent work on features by Steriade (1997) and 
loll (1998). These Positional Markedness constraints have been contrasted with 
an approach that only allows Positional Faithfulness (Beckman 1997). If 
Positional Faithfulness is correct, then it is faithfulness constraints, rather than 
markedness constraints, that can refer to specific contexts. However, such a 
restricted theory cannot account for the analysis of Auca presented here. Auca 
requires that a structural markedness constraint, F OOTBINA.RITY, refer to a 
specific context. This can be viewed as an ex1ension of Positional Markedness; 
if markedness constraints can truly be positional, then any markedness 
constraint should be able to refer to positional context. While I have only shown 
this with regard to FOOTBINARITY, the presence or absence of positional 
markedness constraints in other languages can be determined. 

One language that may provide additional support is Cahuilla, which has also 
been analyzed as bidirectional in the derivational literature (Idsardi 1992, Hayes 
1995). However, like Auca, Cahuilla appears to restrict the distribution of 
degenerate feet. Unlike Auca, Cahuilla prohibits degenerate feet from appearing 
in the prefixal domain. This suggests two conclusions. First, it suggests at first 
glance that bidirectionality is a result of positional restri.,tions on 
FOOTBr.-lARITY, with the domain-specific version outranking the context-free 
constraint. Second, it suggests that there may be at least some cross-linguistic 
evidence for Positional Markedness constraints of a morphological sort. 

Notes 

'J wish to thank the following for comments on presentations of this work: audiences at the 
Montreal-Ottawa-Toronto Phonology \Vorkshop and WECOL, and participants in my Seminar on 
Rhythm at SLTKY at Buffalo in Spring of 1999. Special thanks to Karin Michelson and Sayaka Abe 
for comments on a draft of the paper ."u!y errors of data or analysis are my 0\\11, 

1 These tenns are due to Pike (1964). 
'Previous accounts of Auca include Pike (1964), Halle and Kenstowicz (1991), Idsardi (1992) and 

Hayes (1995). 
'However, the "initial dactyl" effect in English and other languages can be analyzed 

unproblematically, as in McCarthy and Prince (1993). 
'Data is either from Saint and Pike (1962) or Pike (1964). The source and page number for each 

fonn is indicated in the rightmost columns, P indicates Pike, SP indicates Saint and Pike, and the 
number indicates the page ofthe Auca fonn. 
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, There is a fonn with a supposed five-syllable train, g6[kdd9m9nd,imba 'we two would have
gone' (Pike, page 426). However, there are contradictory claims of how vowels in hiatus act
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